Digital quantification eliminates intraobserver and interobserver variability in the evaluation of coronary artery stenosis.
A leading problem with subjective interpretation of coronary angiography is high intraobserver and interobserver variability. Four experienced angiographers independently determined percent diameter narrowing of 36 stenoses using 3 methods: by subjective analysis of single-frame cine film images (film), by subjective analysis of digitized nonenhanced single-frame images (digital), and by using a semiautomated digital caliper quantification system (Corona). The reproducibility of interpretations was assessed by comparison of estimated intraclass correlation coefficients. Digital and Corona readings correlated well with subjective interpretation of film (r greater than 0.85 for both). In contrast to Corona, the angiographers systematically overestimated the magnitude of stenoses in the intermediate (50 to 75%) range. Corona markedly improved intraobserver (p less than 0.005) and interobserver (p less than 0.001) reproducibility. Corona less frequently misclassified individual observations than did film when categories of less than 50%, 50 to 75% and more than 75% diameter stenosis were used (3.7% vs 31.5%, p less than 0.001). Our results suggest that digitization of a coronary angiogram in a 512 X 512 matrix has no significant adverse effects on the perception and quantification of stenosis by angiographers. Additionally, automatic measurement of coronary stenosis has 2 major advantages: It is accurate compared with a group of experienced angiographers and for the practical purpose of clinical decision-making, it eliminates intraobserver and interobserver variability.